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Abstract. New experimental evidence indicates that ion stiffness mitigation in the core of rotating plasmas, observed previously in JET, results from the combined effect of high rotational shear and low magnetic shear. Ion
stiffness in the outer plasma region is found to remain very high irrespective of rotation. Dedicated experiments
in plasmas with different q profiles and rotation levels point to a larger effect of rotation in reducing stiffness
when the core q profile is made flatter. The results have implications for the understanding of improved ion core
confinement in hybrid plasmas or Internal Transport Barriers, both characterized by high rotation and low magnetic shear. Experimental evidence in these scenarios is discussed. Simulations indicate that the physics behind
these results may lie in the ITG/TEM turbulence behavior at the transition between fully developed turbulence
and zonal flows quenching. These findings point to the need for future devices of achieving sufficient rotational
shear and capability of q profile manipulation to reach improved ion core confinement, which is an essential
feature of Advanced Tokamak operation.

1.Introduction
Theoretical models of Ion Temperature Gradients (ITG) modes [1-4] indicate that ITGs feature a threshold in the inverse ion temperature gradient length (R/LTi= R|∇Ti|/Ti, with R the
tokamak major radius) above which the ion heat flux (qi) increases strongly with R/LTi. This
property leads to a level of stiffness of Ti profiles, characterizing how strongly they are tied
to the threshold. The role of plasma rotation on threshold and stiffness is of high relevance
for predicting the performance of future devices, because the core Ti and fusion power
achievable for a given Ti pedestal depend on threshold and stiffness [5] and future devices are
expected to exhibit lower rotation than present devices from which scaling laws are derived.
The role of ExB flow shear stabilization [6] has been investigated in non-linear gyro-kinetic
and fluid simulations with background flow [7-10] and comes out essentially as a threshold
up-shift. From these studies the well-known quenching rule has been derived: γExB=γnoExB-αE
ωExB where γ is the instability growth rate, ωExB is the flow shearing rate and αE ~1 (see [9]
for a recent revision). Experimentally, the only study of the impact of rotation on ion threshold and stiffness was performed on JET (R=2.96m, a=1m)[11]. The unexpected result was
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that in the core (ρtor=0.33) the main effect of rotation is to lower the ion stiffness, leading to
high R/LTi, above the levels expected by the threshold up-shift given by the quenching rule.
This paper presents new JET data on the combined role of rotation and magnetic shear. The
new empirical hypothesis is proposed that the concomitant presence of high rotational shear
and low magnetic shear is the condition for achieving ion stiffness mitigation in tokamaks.
Dedicated experiments with q and rotation scans supporting such hypothesis are presented in
Sect.2. The relevance of the observations with regard to improved ion core confinement as
observed in JET Hybrid regimes [12] or ion Internal Transport Barriers (ITBs) [13] is examined in Sect.3 and 4. Initial attempts are then presented in Sect.5 to compare to experiment
the predictions of state-of-art theory, discussing quasi-linear fluid and gyro-fluid and nonlinear gyro-kinetic simulations.
2. Experimental investigation of ion heat transport
With reference to the main experiment discussed in [11] of qi scan at ρtor=0.33 by varying the
localization of ion ICH power in (3He)-D minority, reported for sake of comparison in Fig.1a,
the analysis of the data at ρtor=0.64 leads to Fig.1b, indicating that at outer radii the stiffness
reduction due to rotation (observed at inner positions) is not present. The gyro-Bohm normalization is given by qiGB= qi [MW/m2]/[(ρi/R)2 vith ni Ti] with vith=(Ti/mi)1/2 and
ρi=(Ti/mi)1/2/eB. That stiffness is always very high in the outer region is evident both from the
qi scan data and from Ti modulation data, which yield the slope of the curve as indicated by
the two segments.
FIG.2: q profile reconstructed
using EFIT constrained by
MSE for typical JET discharges in different regimes:
standard H-mode with fully
diffused current profile, Hybrid, Optimized Shear ITB,
Negative Shear ITB.
FIG.1: Gyro-Bohm normalized qi vs R/LTi at (a) ρtor=0.33, (b)
ρtor=0.64 for similar plasmas with different rotation levels.
..:1<ωt0 <2 104rad/s, : 3<ωt0<4 104rad/s, : 5<ωt0<6 104 rad/s.
The dashed black line is indicative of neoclassical transport. The
2 segments indicate the local slope deduced from modulation. The
dotted lines represent the CGM curves with different values of χs.

Besides the higher values of normalized qi in the outer region, a major difference in plasma
parameters is the magnetic shear s=ρ/q dq/dρ. The rotational shear does not show a definite
trend with radius. Fig.2 shows q profiles in 4 plasma regimes in JET, standard H-mode with
fully diffused current profile (holding also for L-mode), hybrid, Optimized Shear (OS) ITBs
and Negative Shear (NS) ITBs. The discharges contained in Fig.1 belong to the category of
L-/H-modes (although mostly with early heating and non fully diffused q profile). Although
the determination of s using magnetic and MSE or polarimeter data is affected by large uncertainties, we can say that in general s>1 at ρtor=0.64s whilst 0<s<0.5 at ρtor=0.33 for all
types of discharges but the NS ITBs, where the low s is limited to a narrow layer around midradius. On the basis of Fig.1 we formulate a novel empirical hypothesis, that the stiffness reduction due to rotation as observed in [11] is only made possible by the concomitant presence
of sufficiently low magnetic shear. Such hypothesis may have profound implications in the
interpretation of the physics of improved ion core confinement as observed in Hybrid plasmas or ion ITBs, proposing an alternative paradigm to the usual interpretation in terms of
ExB flow shear and threshold up-shift. In fact both regimes are observed to take place in
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conditions of strong rotation and to be lost in absence of rotation [14,15]. An important role
of q profile manipulation has been recognized in scenario development, with peculiar current
waveforms inducing broad central regions of very low magnetic shear used to access hybrid
regimes [16,17]; different ITB characteristics are observed in OS and NS ITBs, the first being
broad regions whilst the second being narrow layers, in good match with the extension of the
small s region [18,19,20] (although a role in many cases is also played by the higher neoclassical transport in the central region of NS plasmas); finally, in general it was found difficult
to create ITBs in the external high magnetic shear region. These observations, although not
directly proofing the stiffness reduction hypothesis, are nevertheless consistent with it, making mandatory a thorough experimental and theoretical investigation, in view of the implications for ITER Steady-State scenarios, which rely on improved ion core confinement.
A dedicated experiment aiming at studying the influence of s or s/q on ion threshold and
stiffness in low and high rotation discharges has been performed. Ion threshold and stiffness
have been measured as in [11] by scanning qi with 3 MW on- and off-axis ICRH in (3He)-D
minority at concentrations n3He/ne~6-8% and measuring R/LTi with active Charge Exchange
Spectroscopy. Ti modulation was
performed on top. The low rotation
discharges were identical to the ones
shown with red circles in Fig.1, i.e Lmode, BT =3.36 T, Ip=1.8 MA, ne0=3–4
1019 m-3. To induce rotation, up to 11
MW of co-injected NBI power was
applied, and discharges were similar to
those indicated as black squares in Fig.1. FIG.3: (a) time evolution of MSE q profile for a
During the discharge time evolution, a scan low rotation discharge with Ip ram-up; (b) Ip, s,
of q profile was induced either by ramping s/q vs time at two radial positions.
Ip up and down between 1.8 and 3 MA within 3.5 s, or by adding Lower Hybrid power during
the early pre-heat phase, or by applying the Ip overshoot recipe commonly used in hybrid regimes [17]. Current relaxation during and after these events provided a good range of q profiles, with s ranging between 0.05 and 0.8 (0.02<s/q<0.5) at ρtor=0.33 and between 0.75 and
1.45 (0.25<s/q<0.7) at ρtor=0.64. Fig.3a shows as an example the time evolution of the q profile in a low rotation shot with Ip ramp-up and off-axis ICRH. The time evolution of s and s/q
at ρtor=0.33 and 0.64 are shown in Fig.3b. Ip ramp-up shots at high rotation show a similar q
profile evolution, on a slightly slower time-scale due to higher temperatures. In low rotation
discharges, positioning ICRH off-axis implies that the actual R/LTi at ρtor=0.33 is a measure
of threshold, since qi is close to zero. Therefore at low rotation the time evolution of R/LTi
directly yields the dependence of threshold on s/q, which is expected from linear theory to
play a stabilizing effect [21]. Fig.4 shows R/LTi vs time at ρtor=0.33 both for the low (77455)
and high rotation (77477) Ip ramp-up shots, and also the prediction for the linear ITG threshold of 77477 using an analytical formula proposed in [21] in the flat density limit
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The increase in measured threshold with time following the increase of s/q confirms the expected dependence of threshold on s/q and is in good match with Eq.(1) (low and high rotation shots do not differ substantially in linear
€ threshold). In spite of such increase in thresh€old, however, it is remarkable that the time behaviour of R/L in the high rotation shot is opTi
posite, with R/LTi lying 3 times above threshold in the early phase and drop ping to a factor
1.3 of threshold at late times. The value of s~0.7 measured at t~12 s, when the two shots become close, can be regarded as an estimate of the s value above which rotation no longer
mitigates the ion stiffness. This seems confirmed by a preliminary analysis of the database of
hybrid and H-mode plasmas presented in [33]. At low rotation also the on-axis ICRH case
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(not shown, but virtually identical to the off-axis
case) due to high stiffness keeps close to threshold
with R/LTi increasing with time as expected. These
observations constitute a beautiful confirmation of
the fact that at high rotation the Ti dynamics is
dominated by stiffness, and the stiffness reduction is
more pronounced when the q profile is flatter (i.e. at
early times). At outer radii, i.e. the high stiffness
region, R/LTi both at low and high rotation keeps
close to 7.5. Similar observations are made using the
other schemes for q profile variation. These trans- FIG.4: Experimental R/LTi at ρtor=0.33
port changes are accompanied by changes in turbu- vs time at low (black circles) and high
lence as measured by correlation reflectometry. Two (red squares) rotation for the Ip ramp-up
probing microwave beams are launched and the radial case, and ITG threshold after Eq.(1) in
dial separation of their cutoff positions is scanned to the high rotation shot.
obtain the reflectometer correlation length L [22].
Variations of L can result from changes in both the
amplitude and the correlation length of the turbulence
[23]. Fig. 5 shows at a given time lower L values for
the high rotation pulse, for which larger flow shear
decreases the turbulence correlation length, and consequently L. In time, a decrease of L is observed in
the core for the high rotation pulse, but not at the
outer plasma where L remains approximately
constant. Since flow shear is stationary, this variation
FIG.5: Time evolution of the reflectoof L can be attributed to rising core turbulence [23], meter radial correlation length at two
associated with increased transport. The observations locations for the same shots of Fig.4.
are consistent with the changes observed in rotation and R/LTi.
One intriguing observation which is particularly clear in the example chosen is that the drop
of R/LTi in time following the q profile relaxation between 5 and 9 s is not a continuous phenomenon, but takes place abruptly in time, around t=7 s, as can be seen from the Ti time
traces in Fig.6a. A similar event takes place also at t=5.9 s but involving a smaller central region, therefore not affecting the R/LTi at ρtor=0.33 in Fig.4. Ti profiles before and after t=7s
are compared in Fig.6b, showing that the decrease of stiffness at ρtor=0.33 is to be interpreted
b)
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FIG.6: Experimental Ti at different radii vs time(a) and vs ρtor FIG.7: Profiles of T and T
i
i
(b)together with q for the high rotation discharge 77477.
modulation phase before and
as a shrinking in space of the core low stiffness region. The after the shrinking event for the
increase of stiffness in the core is evidenced by the high rotation discharge 77476.

remarkable change in slope of the modulation phase profiles, shown in Fig.7 for a similar discharge. It has been verified that no MHD mode sets in at t=7s, which could produce the abrupt local flattening of Ti. On the contrary, a m=2, n=1 is clearly present between t=6.2 s and
t=7 s in the region ρtor =0.3-0.4. Such mode is not big enough to affect the Ti profile, and
stops completely at t=7 s. Therefore the Ti modification at t=7 s is not to be linked to MHD
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phenomenology. It is possible however that it has to do with the movement of the q=2 surface from low to higher shear region, which stabilizes the MHD mode but turns out to deteriorate transport, determining the erosion of the low stiffness region. This is actually in line
with various experimental observations of the beneficial role of low order rationals near s=0
on turbulent transport [24-27], for which a theoretical basis was proposed in [28].
3. The physics of Hybrid and ITB plasmas
An effort has been made to investigate if stiffness mitigation is at work also in high performance hybrid and ITB plasmas, and to what extent it contributes to global confinement. When
examining their position in the qiGB vs R/LTi plot (Fig.8, including for comparison the data of
Fig.1a through its CGM fits), one realizes that high values of R/LTi are achieved in presence
of low qiGB. It has been verified using GS2 [29] that the linear threshold lies between 3.5 and
5, i.e. not significantly increased with respect to the value found for the discharges of Fig.1a.
In hybrids, the rotation has high values but
still smooth profiles, the flow shearing rate is
in the order of 3-4 104 s-1, not enough to produce large threshold up-shifts. So the profiles
lie well above threshold even if qiGB is small,
indicating low stiffness. This is actually consistent with measurements of the level of
stiffness made using NBI Ti modulation (3He
ICRH heating is not available due to low BT)
and changes in qiGB by degrading the pedestal
Ti with enhanced BT ripple [30]. In both cases
FIG.8: qiGB vs R/LTi at ρtor=0.33 for a set of Hybrid plasmas (green circles), ion ITBs at trigger (although for lack of space we cannot show
time (blue open squares) and fully developed here the details) the plasma behavior was
(blue full squares, diamonds with large ICRH found consistent with low ion stiffness level in
fraction and reduced rotation). The location of a core region that could expand up to ρtor=0.6.
the data of Fig.1a is shiwn by their CGM fits. In the outer region the stiffness level is as
Neoclassical level and GS2 linear threshold for usual very high, with R/LTi values similar to
a representative hybrid case are indicated.
those in Fig.1b. A clear effect of rotation on
R/LTi has also been recognized when comparing low and high triangularity hybrid plasmas,
the latter having in general lower rotation due to higher density, as discussed in [31]. For
ITBs, the discussion on the role of ExB shearing requires a distinction between the profiles at
trigger time and during the phase of fully developed ITBs, both shown in Fig.8. In the first
case, ωExB is still in the range of 1-2 104 s-1, not producing a significant threshold up-shift, and
the data lie in a stiffness region intermediate between the rotating shots of Fig.1a and the neoclassical level. In the fully developed ITB however, particularly in the NS case, the ITB itself
generates a large and localized rotation gradient at ITB location, which implies values of ωExB
up to 7-8 104 s-1, inducing through the Waltz rule significant threshold upshifts. In such
situation it is difficult to separate the role of threshold and stiffness. Therefore, Ti modulation
has been performed using 3He ICRH modulation, as shown in Fig.9, which compares the
amplitude profiles with and without well developed ITB, respectively for a case of narrow
ITB with RF deposition at ITB location, and for a case of broad ITB with RF deposition onaxis. It is visible that the ITB acts as a layer of very low incremental diffusivity, producing a
sharp variation of amplitudes with respect to a similar plasma with identical RF deposition
but no ITB. This implies a very low slope of the qi vs R/LTi plot. Analogous observations
were reported for electrons in [32]. This is not consistent with being tight to a high threshold
by high stiffness. It would be consistent both with a picture of transport above critical but
with very low stiffness, or of a subcritical transport, i.e. plasma getting below threshold due
to a very large threshold up-shift. However the second situation must be discarded because as
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seen in Fig.8 in most cases both ITBs and hybrids are found significantly above the neoclassical level. Given the continuous pattern of decreasing stiffness in Fig.1a and 8, it is natural
to argue that also in fully developed ion ITBs the mechanism of stiffness mitigation plays a
major role, with the threshold up-shift intervening in a non-linear feedback whilst the ITB
develops. Therefore the picture for ions would be rather different from that for electrons proposed in [32], with electron ITBs as sub-critical regions in presence of stiff electron transport.
A confirmation of such difference comes from the different behavior of electron and ion cold
pulses when they meet the ITB propagating from edge (Fig.10). In the electron case, the cold
pulse grows significantly inside the ITB layer [32], which was interpreted and modeled [33]
in terms of a re-destabilization of turbulent transport due to the increased R/LTe carried by the
cold pulse, with leads above threshold and in presence of stiff electron transport causes a significant increase in electron diffusivity. For ions, whose stiffness is low in the ITB region,
such cold pulse growth should not be possible, which is confirmed experimentally in Fig.10.
One can see that the ion cold pulse is strongly damped in the ITB region, without experiencing the large growth seen in the electron cold pulse. We notice that the smaller growth outside the ITB both of ion and electron cold pulse is a different phenomenon associated to a
convective-like effect in the presence of stiff transport as discussed in [33].
FIG.9: Ti (left) and amplitude (right) profiles for an ITB discharge before ITB triggering (black dashed line) and at full
development (red full line), for a narrow ITB with RF at ITB
location (top) and a broad ITB
with on-axis RF (bottom).
FIG.10: Cold pulse maximum amplitude for ions
and electrons. The ITB region is marked.

4. Impact of ion stiffness mitigation on scenario performance
While it is clear that in ITB plasmas the enhancement in H factor up to ~1.5 is completely
due to the onset of large core gradients, without any significant change of the edge, in the
case of hybrid plasmas there are other mechanisms that contribute to increase the H factor to
~1.3-1.5, namely the enhanced pedestal and the stabilization of the NTMs which are often
acting in standard H-modes. The pedestal
enhancement has a larger impact on
global confinement than the core enhancement, due to volume effects, although fusion power, being dependent on
core Ti, benefits in larger measure than
confinement from a core improvement. It
has been shown statistically over a large
FIG.11: (a) Ti and (b) angular frequency profiles
database [34] that the contribution of
pedestal energy to total energy is 20-40% for a long hybrid like pulse. A strong NTM is
both in H-modes and in hybrids and that developed around 8 s but fades out at later times.
the improvement of H factor up to 1.5 in hybrids is due in equal parts to core and pedestal
improvement and is mainly located in the ion channel. This equal repartition is consistent
with the situation in which R/LTi is preserved in presence of an increased pedestal. On the
other hand, there are also cases as seen in Fig.8 in which R/LTi increases, with a higher gain in
the core part. We estimate that an improvement in R/LTi from 6 to 10 in a region up to ρtor
=0.6 at fixed pedestal leads to an enhancement of H factor by ~0.2. Therefore the stiffness
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variations described in this paper can play a role also on global performance if the region of
flat q can be extended to large radii. With regard to NTMs, the experiments show [35] that
NTM onset leads to an abrupt drop of the H factor. Part of this drop can be attributed to a
change in R/LTi, which is mainly caused by the braking of plasma rotation, as can be seen in
Fig.11. It is important to notice, also in Fig.11, that once the NTM has weakened and rotation
and Ti profile have recovered, the same core Ti dynamics described previously, showing a
shrinking of the high R/LTi (low stiffness) region in time, can also be observed in hybrids.
5. The impact of rotation in theory
Finally, we address the issue of theory predictions of the effect of rotation on ion transport.
This is discussed on the basis of Figs.12 a-b, which show qiGB vs R/LTi at different values of
rotation (γE=ωExB/(cs/a), with cs=√(Te/mi)) for scans in R/LTi performed a) without collisions
and keeping R/LTe fixed; b) with electron collisions and varying R/LTe in a prescribed ratio
with R/LTi. The latter case is nearest to experimental conditions. Widely used quasi-linear
transport models, such as Weiland [36] or GLF23 [37], have been found not able to reproduce the results shown in Fig.1, since rotation implies only a (small) threshold up-shift and
not a change in slope. This is possibly due to application of the Waltz rule to a reduced selection of wavelengths in the turbulence spectrum. The results from the Weiland model are
shown in Fig.12b for different rotation levels up to the experimental level of the high rotation
cases of Fig.1 (γE=~0.1). A set of non-linear gyro-kinetic simulations with the set of assumptions (a) using GKW [38], which includes background rotation, have been performed starting
from the parameters of one high rotation discharge and are shown in Fig.12a. These seem to
indicate again also only a threshold up-shift, even extending to large values γE~0.2. A set of
simulations using the gyro-fluid TGLF model [39] under the same assumptions (a) is also
shown in Fig.12a. Here we started from the parameters of one low rotation discharge in order
to verify that the small changes of other parameters between low and high rotation shots were
not the cause of the different stiffness, which is the major effect that we ascribe to rotation. In
fact the two curves at γE=0 agree pretty well between the two models, implying that the
slightly different set of parameters plays a minor role with respect to the effect we are studying. The TGLF simulations in Fig.12a show that, whilst at large flux values the stiffness level
is not changed significantly by rotation, in the region of the knee, where the transition between fully developed turbulence and zonal flows quenching takes place, the slope of the
curves is significantly affected by rotation. This effect is possibly due to differential suppression of turbulence at various wavelengths in the spectrum, with more suppression of the low
stiffer wavelengths. Such bending of the curve may missed in the GKW result due to the
coarse grain in R/LTi, associated with the higher demand of computing time.
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FIG.12: qiGB vs R/LTi at ρtor=0.33 using the parameters of one shot from Fig.1 and different rotation
levels a) from a set of collisionless GKW (non-linear) and TGLF simulations, keeping R/LTe fixed; b)
from Weiland model, TGLF and GYRO (non-linear) simulations including electron collisions and
varying R/LTe in a fixed ratio with R/LTi. In b) also the experimental data of FIG.1a are shown.
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A set of TGLF simulations under the assumptions (b), closer to experiment, is shown in Fig.
12b. The effect of rotation on the slope of the TGLF curves is even stronger, especially in the
knee region, and resembles also quantitatively what is observed in experiment. A set of nonlinear GYRO [40] runs in Fig.12b also shows the effect of rotation on slope, although without much evidence of a knee region. We conclude that the experimental evidence on the effect of rotation on ITG/TEM modes in the region close to threshold, where future machine
will operate, is in fair agreement with theory predictions provided that the full turbulence
spectrum is taken into account. This topic will deserve more detailed studies, possibly also
including the role of rational surfaces and extending to global, non-linear, fixed flux ITG turbulence codes.
It is worth noting that non-linear fluid simulations of resistive ballooning modes (RBM),
which have essential features common with ITGs, indicated [41] an effect of rotational shear
also on stiffness. This has however not been confirmed by recent RBM simulations in [42].
6. Conclusions
In summary, we have presented experimental evidence that ion stiffness is reduced by the
combined effect of low magnetic shear and high rotational shear, which bears the indication
that AT scenarios in ITER should seek for maximum rotational shear compatible with the
available heating systems and minimum magnetic shear in the broadest region to enhance the
rotational shear effect. Some initial theory investigations point to an effect of rotation on
stiffness at low normalized heat flux, in the transition region between fully developed turbulence and zonal flows quenching, which is the domain of operation of fusion relevant devices. This calls for further theory work, in particular on the interplay of rotation with magnetic shear and rational surfaces.
This work, supported by the European Communities under the contract of Association EURATOM/
ENEA-CNR, was carried out within the framework of EFDA. The views and opinions expressed
herein do not necessarily reflect those of the European Commission.
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